“TRANQUILIZER”

1/16" SHEET SPARS - SLICE TO HEIGHT IN SIDE VIEW

1/2" TAPERED TRAILING EDGE

1/16" SHEET CUT BY TEMPLATE

V16" SQ

V1/2" TAPERED T.E.

CRACE

LONGERON

NOTE: DELETE INCIDENCE, DOWNTHRUST, SOME DIHED FOR "UKIE"

OPTIONAL 1/16" SQ. STRINGERS

V8" DIAM. DOWEL

1/8" SQ. LONGERONS

NOTCH

V1/32" X 1/8

1/16" X 1/8

V1/16" X 1/8 UPRIGHTS

Sweep controlines 2" rearward, make wire line guide descending from wing, clip wing, stab shorter, install at least an .049 engine.

1-1/2" TREDLER AIRWHEELS

HARDWOOD RIB TEMPLATE - SLICE OFF VI6" SHEET BALSA UPPER CAMBERS

FULL SIZE PLAN JOIN TO PAGE 26